SUMJviARY. The pre-buckling and post-buckling deformation processes are assumed to be less complicated 1 i.e. processes of average curvature, the influence of complex loading on the stability of plates was analysed ·in [1] . In this paper eliminating this restriction, postbuckling process may ' l:>e arbitrary complicated, a g~nerallzed expression for determining critical force is formulated by Bubnov-Galiorkin's method and loading parameter method.
PRE-BUCKLING PROCESS.
Let consider a rectangular plate subjected to biaxial compressions of intensities p(t) and q(t).
At any moment t there exists a membrane plane stress state in the plate ern = -p(t), cr22 = -q(t), "12 = 0'33 = 0'32 = 0'31 = 0, so that ( 
1.1)
The strain velocity tensor is determined from the following equations . Hence the quantity cos fJ does not depend on Z, such that A and P do not depend on Z as well.
The bending m-oments are of the form
Substituting 6Mii by (2.3L where A, P contain Ow, into the stability equation we obtain 
A= A1(s,p,q)+Az(s,q,]J)f(x,y).
where ,)3( Substituting the expressions of A 1 , A 2 , P 1 , P 2 into the equation (2.11), from which we get the formula for determining a critical force
where '"
Now, suppOse th'at p = p(t), q = q(t) are known as functions of loading par'ameter f. The equations (1.3) and (2.12) are satisfied simultaneously, from that we can determine a critical value tk of the loading parameter. Then the critica] forces are as follows
In particular case when pos~-buckling process is a proe.ess of average curvature, we have 'Pt = 3G .
1.
A typical example on the application of th~ general elastoplastic deformation process theory in the stability problem of plates is given.
2. Establishing a method for formulating an expression of critical force in the general case without any restriction on the arbitrary complex loading, this approach has a practical meaning in engineering calculation. 3 . Received. result in [1] is a particular case of the generalized expression (2.12) shown in this paper:
